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NELSON PUBLIC LIBRARY

Scope of CCR Funding Application

A) Project Description:
The project comprises the redevelopment of the site adjacent to Nelson City Hall to provide a new 18,760 square foot (1,743 m2) public library with a four storey, 32-unit, residential component above.
The structure will be mass timber, with CLT panel floors and glulam
beams and columns over a one level, reinforced concrete parkade.
Heating and cooling will come from the Nelson District Energy System (lake source). The library portion of the building is designed to
be 35% more energy efficient than NECB 2017 and the residential
portion of the building is designed to meet Step Code 3 sustainability targets.

Residential:
Not part of CCR
funding application.

Library:
Scope of CCR
funding application.

B) CCR Funding Application is for the Library Only:
The scope of the project for which CCR funding is sought includes
the two storey Library only. With regards to overall project costs, the
single level of underground parking (and the mechanical/electrical
rooms) have been divided proportionally, based on a percentage of
overall building area allocated to each use (Library and Residential).
C) Residential is NOT Included in CCR Funding Application:
The CCR grant application does not include the four storeys of multiunit residential located above the Library.
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The Current Library: Escalating Deficiencies & Demands

100 Years in the Community: This year, the City of Nelson celebrated 100 years of municipal library services. In those 100 years,
the library has never been housed in facility that is suitable to its
stature and service toward the community. From 1937 to 1991, the
Library was located in a dimly lit renovated gymnasium. From 1991
to present, it has been located on the main and basement levels in
the City of Nelson Police Department building (formerly the RCMP
building).
The current Library (seen left) is undersized, unsuitable to deliver
21st century library services and limited in its capacity to meet the
evolving needs of the population. The current Library:
• Cannot meet community demands for gathering spaces, computer
access, digital literacy training and other learning opportunities and
programming for children, teens, adults, and seniors;
• Does not have accessible spaces available after-hours, severely
limiting the availability of Library programming, educational opportunities, and community access;
• Has insufficient quiet spaces for study, tutoring, or small meetings;
• Has a physical collection that is at least 25% smaller than the recommended size for the population the Library serves due to space
constraints;
• Utilizes an antiquated natural gas boiler system for heat;

The current Library is
located on the main
level and basement
in the City of Nelson
Police Department
building.

• Has been hampered in its response to the Covid-19 pandemic for
many reasons, including: one main entrance/exit; extreme physical
distancing challenges due to space constraints; limited computer
access and training; relegating programs to out of doors only; washrooms not equipped with touchless fixtures/unable to physical l distance; HVAC insufficient to achieve optimum conditions.
The new Library will address shortfalls in capacity for collections
and programming. In a purpose-built, appropriately sized space, the
Library will be positioned to play a key role in Nelson and area’s
social and economic well-being, with improved community inclusivity that incorporates greater access for vulnerable members of the
community and provision for Indigenous consultation. The new Library will be significantly more energy efficient and have a greatly
reduced carbon footprint (modeling is predicting a 99.6% decrease
in GHG emissions).
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Project Site, Planning Policies & Urban Context

A) Planning Policies
Immediately adjacent to Nelson’s City Hall building and plaza, the
project sits at the northern boundary of the city’s Downtown core.
Developing this infill site as a mixed-use cultural building aligns
strongly with broader City policies and planning initiatives, including
the (1) City of Nelson Official Community Plan, (2) Sustainable Waterfront and Downtown Master Plan (3) Nelson Path to 2040, Sustainability Strategy and (4) the Downtown Urban Design Strategy.
B) A Sustainable, Walkable Downtown Core
A notable cultural building at this site has the capacity to contributes to a vibrant, sustainable, walkable downtown core. It will link
Nelson’s commercial spine (Baker Street) to its waterfront gateway
(Hall Street). The site demands a landmark building that offers significant cultural and community amenity - a building that will draw
pedestrians, bikes and vehicles from Nelson’s busy Ward/Baker intersection, and also from the developing Hall/Front intersection.
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C) A Continuous ‘Loop’ of Public Amenity
Relocating the Nelson Public Library to this site establishes a continuous circulatory loop of public amenity, reinforcing municipal
planning policies and objectives to create a sustainable, walkable
downtown core.
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Legend:
1. City Hall (building & Plaza)
2. Touchstones Museum & Gallery
3. Baker Street (Nelson’s commercial spine)
4. Hall Street Plaza & Park
5. Hall Street (gateway to waterfront)
6. Nelson & District Community Complex
7. Hall Street Pier
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Project Site, Urban Fabric & Sight Lines

1. Urban Edge
The existing urban fabric disintegrates at the Ward and Front Street
‘elbow’. The regular grid pattern of roads and sidewalks, as well as
the layout of buildings, are modified where the city is bounded by
the CP Rail tracks and industrial lands to the north. An infill development on this site provides a much needed ‘edge’ that differentiates
the commercial and civic core (to the south) from the rail and warehouse zone (to the north).
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2. Framing and Activating the Plaza
A public cultural facility on this site frames the northern boundary of
the currently under-used City Hall Plaza. As an active edge to the
plaza, the new library and mixed-use building will imbue the space
with a sense of safety and security (i.e. by providing a 24 hour public presence in the area through library, community and residential
uses) and will furnish the plaza with a robust public amenity that
generates active use throughout the year.
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3. Connecting to the ‘Heart’ of Nelson’s Public Realm
The existing site and City Hall Plaza are currently under-utilized and
enjoy none of the vibrancy that animates the Ward/Baker intersection (just two blocks away*). The project site, however, stretches
eastward into what would be the extension of Ward Street (if the
regular grid pattern of streets and sidewalks were not interrupted
truncated by the CP Rail tracks). As such, a landmark building on
this site has the unique opportunity to connect visually to the ‘heart’
of downtown Nelson - the Ward and Baker intersection. The Library
will be a visual beacon, signaling its proud presence in the city and
inviting the public to explore.
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* Artist rendering, from the City of Nelson ‘Downtown Urban Design Strategy’
showing the future redesign of the intersection at Ward and Baker Streets with
human-scale, pedestrian friendly features that recognize and bolster this intersection as the ‘heart’ of downtown Nelson.
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Project Site, Existing Conditions
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Site Map (left):
1. Project Site = +/- 12,250 SF
2. Warehouse building to be demolished
3. City Hall Plaza
4. City Hall, which includes Provincial services:

Fr

• Ministry of Transportation
• Ministry of Children and Family Development
• BC Family Justice Services
• BC Mail
• Service BC
• BC Emergency Health Service
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5. Courthouse (1908, designed by Francis Rattenbury)
6. CP Rail tracks
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Site Photos (below):
a. Aerial, looking eastward
b. panorama of south east corner
c. facing north
d. panorama of north side
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Concept Diagrams
A) Massing and Building Occupancy:
GREEN (RESIDENTIAL) IS NOT PART OF CCR APPLICATION:
Four storeys of residential suites are ‘lifted’ high above the plaza,
offering privacy and elevated views to Kootenay Lake and Elephant
Mountain (to the north) and back into the plaza and downtown Nelson (to the south).

A

BLUE (LIBRARY) IS THE SCOPE OF THE CCR APPLICATION:
Two storeys of at-grade public Library are highly visible, accessible
and devoted to public and community use.

B) Library, Connection To Plaza.
A highly transparent south and east facade connects the library to
the plaza. Community connection is fostered through open, flexible
library space that promotes gathering, communication and active
learning. The building bestows views from the community inwards,
and from the library outwards - cultivating an active relationship between the library and its community.

B

C) Library, A Beacon and a Landmark.

C

Extending eastward into the urban grid of roads and sidewalks, a
cantilevered second storey is visible from the heart of nelson’s public realm (the Ward-Baker intersection). The building acts as a beacon to the community, inviting the public to the plaza and the library.
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Site Plan

Integration with Plaza and Urban Networks:

8

The Library faces onto the plaza, framing this public space with an
active, dynamic building facade. Views from the building into the
plaza (and from the plaza into the building) connect it to the public
life of the city. The main entry into the Library faces the plaza and
this south facade of the building supports both indoor and outdoor
occupation (seating, cafe, etc). It is a porous barrier between indoor
and outdoor, Library and Plaza.
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The hardscape plaza immediately south of the Library doubles as
the fire department access lane, but is detailed and surfaced for
‘plaza’ occupancy throughout the year.
The sidewalk network is seamlessly woven into the plaza and circulation around the building. Ramps and stairs negotiate a steep
grade change at the north end of the site, providing an accessible
route of travel between the parking to the north side and the front
door of the Library.
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The existing network of roads requires little modification to offer vehicular access to the building, with ample on-site parking.
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Legend:
1. New Library
2. City Hall (existing) which includes Provincial services:
• Ministry of Transportation
• Ministry of Children and Family Development
• BC Family Justice Services
• BC Mail
• Service BC
• BC Emergency Health Service

3. Re-surfaced plaza space & fire department access
4. Existing plaza (green space and hardscape)
5. Sidewalk (exiting)
6. New covered parking, ramps and walkway
7. Parking (existing)
8. Connection to waterfront park system (future overhead crossing
of CP Rail tracks, as noted in the City of Nelson Sustainable Waterfront and Downtown Master Plan).
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Legend:

1. Plaza
2. Vestibule
3. Entrance

• Large open space
• Seating
• Book displays
• Mag’s & news
• Art display
• Community info
• 2 Public computers

4. Cafe

5. Window seats

• Facing Library and Plaza

6. Feature stair & public seats
7. Bathrooms
• Gender neutral

8. Teen area
9. Program room
10. Staff office
11. Children’s area
12. Stacks (per 60k collection)
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13. Elevator
14. Materials handling
15. Family Rm
16.Community Room
17. Residential Lobby
18. 24 hr drop-off
19. Ramp access to north parking
20. Covered seating/waiting
21. Covered seating in plaza
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Floor Plan: After-Hours Community Space

After-Hours Community Use:
The main floor of the Library is designed to be flexible and adaptable
for various after-hours community uses.

S t a n l e y O f f i c e of A r c h i t e c t u r e
709 Gore St. Nelson BC Canada V1L5C7
tel. 250.777.2328 eml. info@soahome.ca
web. www.soahome.ca
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A) COMMUNITY WORKSHOP SCENARIO:
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The secondary vestibule doors are locked and a movable partition at the Family
Room is closed, which defines an area that includes:
• Community room and kitchenette (550 square feet)
• Family Room (WC)
• Access to catering (Cafe)
LIBRARY & MURB
• Secure after-hours access NELSON
and egress
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B) LARGE EVENT SCENARIO:
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Lowering ceiling-mounted retractable partitions defines an area that includes:
• 2500 SF open space with feature stair and public seating
• 550 SF community room and kitchenette
• Gender neutral bathrooms & Family Rm
• Access to catering (Cafe)
NELSON LIBRARY & MURB
• Two exits (per Building Code)
copyright reserved. these drawings and designs are and at all
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Floor Plan - Library L2
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Legend:

1. Feature stair & public seats
2. Kiosk
3. Window seats
4. Elevator
5. Emergency exits
6. Staff room w/ kitchenette
7. Office (4 Staff)
8. Office (1 Staff)
9. Program rooms (x3)
10. Bathrooms (Universal)
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Floor Plan - Residential L3 to L6

SHOWN FOR REFERENCE ONLY - NOT PART OF CCR FUNDING APPLICATION.
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Flexible Floor Plates:
The mass timber structural grid provides
flexibility to the residential floor plate. Residential units can grow (or shrink) as the market
conditions demand. Demising walls can be
added, deleted, or moved as desired on the
14’ east-west grid dimension, without requiring
significant redesign of the building’s shape or
structure. The result is a residential floor plate
that provides a variety of options and possible
configurations for bachelor, 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom and 3 bedroom units.
Possible Variations (Residential Floors):
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Residential Units:

Unit A = 820 SF (1 Bed + Den)
Unit B = 880 SF (2 Bedrooms)
Unit C = 925 SF (2 Bedrooms)
Unit D = 1315 SF (3 Bedrooms)
Unit E = 960 SF (2 Bedrooms)
Unit F = 700 SF (1 Bedroom)
Unit G = 700 SF (1 Bedroom)
Unit H = 700 SF (1 Bedroom)
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Building Sections

APPROX. LINE OF ROOF, CITY HALL (BEYOND)
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Legend:
1. Plaza
2. Library
3. Residential (not part of
CCR funding application)
4. Parking (indoor)
5. Parking (outside)
A. Public seating,
facing onto Plaza
B. Feature stair / seating
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Aerial View of Library and Plaza
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Legend:
1. Library (new)
2. Plaza (existing)
3. City Hall (existing)
4. Courthouse (existing)
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Building #3

Building #2

Sustainable Design & Low Carbon Strategies

Building #1:
Library & MURB

Central Energy
Plant

Underground
Heating & Cooling

Kootenay
Lake

Energy Targets and Methodology:
The Library & MURB building targets Step 3 for the four storeys of
residential use, and 35% better than NECB 2017 for the two storeys of library use. Its heating, cooling and electrical operations will
produce zero carbon emissions. Several sustainable design strategies are implemented to achieve this notably sustainable building,
including: (1) lake source District Energy System to heat and cool
the building, (2) mass timber for the building structure and exposed
finishes, (3) thermally efficient and air tight building envelope design
for walls, floors and roofs, (4) roofs that feature solar panels and
vegetated systems, (5) high efficiency mechanical and electrical
systems, (6) designing for community resiliency, and (7) using the
building to showcase sustainable design and to provide space for
municipal programs that support low carbon construction.
1) District Energy System:

District Energy Systems (DES), also called low-carbon thermal energy networks, are systems that distribute thermal energy to multiple buildings in an area or neighbourhood. These systems typically
consist of a heating and cooling centre, and a thermal network of
pipes connected to a group of buildings. A few of the many benefits
to DES include a lower carbon footprint, more efficient energy delivery, less maintenance and more stability & reliability.
Nelson Hydro is spearheading a new four-pipe micro-DES that uses
lake water to generate heating and cooling energy from a new Central Energy Plant that serves 3 locations; the new Library, the Civic
Centre and City Hall.
With electricity produced from hydro, and heating/cooling being
provided through a lake water DES, the ongoing operations of the
building will produce zero carbon emissions.
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Sustainable Design & Low Carbon Strategies
2) Mass Timber:

The mass timber structure, in addition to bestowing the building with
the natural beauty of wood, offers many sustainable and economic
advantages.
• Local: Timber products can be locally sourced, are locally manufactured, and can be regrown within a small distance of the project.
• Efficient: Completed in 3/4 of the time as traditional builds, mass
timber can reduce costs and labour exposure.
• Renewable: A renewable resource, mass timber can reduce a
building’s carbon footprint by over 25%
• Strong: 1/5 the weight of comparable buildings, mass timber reduces foundation size and inertial seismic forces.
• Provincially and Federally supported: Mass timber buildings see
strong support from the BC and Federal governments, leading to
significant changes in Building Codes, evolving industry standards
and top quality innovative architecture in our province.

3D view of structural mass timber in the Nelson Library & MURB
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Sustainable Design & Low Carbon Strategies
High Performance Building Envelope:

A

A
B

B

SHOWN FOR REFERENCE ONLY.
NOT PART OF CCR FUNDING APPLICATION.

A) Residential, split insulated walls - The split insulated wall assembly for the residential portion of the building achieves high effective R-values (between R.eff 22 to R.eff 46) by using continuous
insulation outside of the structural framing and thermally efficient
cladding attachments in combination with insulation in the stud
space.
B) Library, triple glazed curtain wall - The triple glazed curtain
wall wrapping the exterior of the Library balances thermal efficiency
with uninterrupted views between Library and its surroundings.
C) Library, louvers - A deep horizontal frame and exterior vertical
louvers provide an architectural feature on the south facade while
substantially shading the large expanses of glass, notably improves
the energy performance of the Library.

C

C
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ROOF FEATURES SHOWN FOR
REFERENCE ONLY.
NOT PART OF CCR FUNDING
APPLICATION.

Sustainable Design & Low Carbon Strategies

Roof Spaces: solar arrays & community gardens.
The upper residential roof is designed to support solar panels, while
the lower residential roof is a vegetated Community Garden for local
residents of the building. Rooftop gardens are not only more aesthetically pleasing than the membrane alternatives, they also...
• bolster local food security
• convert CO2 emissions
• produce oxygen
• reduce the heat of buildings and energy costs.
• create habitat for wildlife (small birds, insects, bees, etc).
• reduce ambient temperature.
• capture and harvests rainwater.
• reduce storm water runoff and discharge.

Building as Showcase and Learning Tool:
Wherever possible, the building exposes all of its sustainable design
strategies - the mass timber is prominently on display, not encapsulated. The interior spaces provide a visceral learning experience
through architectural detailing. Open flex space in the building is
devoted to temporary displays that feature Nelson Hydro’s EcoSave
program which is a resource to local residents and builders looking
for low carbon solutions to their new builds and retrofits.
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Exterior Rendering: south east
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Interior Rendering: facing into Plaza
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